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Information Booklet
An information text is a piece of non-fiction writing which 
gives information about a particular thing (for 
example:Ancient Egypt, rocks or volcanoes)

Main title - This sums up the topic

Headings and sub-headings - These are used to introduce 
the content of different paragraphs to help the reader 
navigate the text.

Paragraphs - These are the main bodies of text that 
include the topic information.

Bullet-pointed lists - Ordering key information in a list is a 
great way of telling the reader what they need to know 
about the subject.

Photographs and illustrations - Information texts include 
images to make the information easier to understand. 
These can be realistic photos or annotated diagrams.

Captions- Captions are used to describe included 
photographs and illustrations.

Story with a Theme - Information
Name of 

Book
The Mousehole Cat by Antonia Barber 

Genre Fiction, picture book.

Plot This is the stunningly illustrated story of the 
seaside village of Mousehole Cornwall, 
where Mowzer the cat lives happily with old 
fisherman Tom - Tom who rocks the rocking 
chair just right, and catches fresh fish for 
dinner every night.

Theme Based on the legend of Cornish 
fisherman Tom Bawcock and the stargazy 
pie, it tells the tale of a cat who goes with its 
owner on a fishing expedition in rough and 
stormy seas.

Setting Mowzer the cat lives with his owner, Tom the 
fisherman, in a beautiful seaside village in 
Cornwall called Mousehole.

Main 
characters

• Mowzer the cat 
• Fisherman Tom

Kennings Poem
Kennings Poems are poems 
that use two-word phrases 
called Kennings. They describe 
what a 
person, idea or object is or 
does.

They work like a riddle - you 
have to guess what it's al 
about!

We use Kennings in our 
everyday language, such as 
'sky-scraper' for a 
very tall building.

Each line is a simple phrase of 
either a noun +a noun OR a 
noun +a verb.

Information Booklet

Kennings Poem - 
Who Am I?


